HRH B110: 42 Seats, Lecture Style

Available Technology: Computer, Internet connection, PowerPoint, ceiling-mounted projector and screen, lapel microphone and speaker system, document projector
HRH B111 or B112: 16 Seats – Discussion Style (4 additional seats at back)

B111 & B112 Classroom Arrangement

Please reset classroom to this configuration after every use.
10 tables with 20 chairs. Drawing not to scale.

Available Technology: Computer, Internet connection, PowerPoint, ceiling-mounted projector and screen.
HRH B119 Conference Room: Seats 12

Available Technology: Computer, Internet connection, PowerPoint, ceiling-mounted projector and screen. Outlets are available in the table for laptop and tablet use.

HRH Classroom Layout FAQs:

Q: Can I combine more than one classroom if I need more space?

A: Yes: adjacent classrooms can be connected. The B119 Conference Room is not an adjacent space.

Q: When the three classrooms are open to each other, are the projector screens connected?

A: If all three classrooms are open to each other, it is possible to use the computer station in B110 to project to all three screens. Please contact Thomas Holmes @ tholmes@mailbox.sc.edu, if you need a tutorial. When using any other combination of spaces, connecting the screens is not possible.

Q: How do I raise the whiteboard room dividers to connect two or more classrooms?

A: Retrieve the keys from the front desk. Two people must each take a key and stand on either side of the divider to be raised. At the rear of the room, near the divider, there is a small silver panel where each person can insert and turn the keys until the dividers are completely raised.